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Great Day! Scheduled Tour Summary
TWO FAVORITES -- HOUSE ON THE ROCK & THE WISCONSIN DELLS
……………………………………………..
TUE-FRI JUNE 20-23, 2023
Departures, as applic: Beachwood/Orange, Independence,
Parma/Cleve.West, Middleburg Hts, Elyria, Sandusky.
This tour features two of the most popular Wisconsin destinations. Enjoy both the attractions
in Wisconsin Dells and The House on the Rock in Spring Green. Making the tour even more
leisurely, each of our nights in the Dells will be at the Fairfield Inn by Marriott, close-by the
various attractions we will be visiting, the Upper Dells, the Lower Dells and the House on the
Rock, with fascinating meal inclusions and a live show that the Dells is known for.
•

The Dells is gorgeous and its river and lake are
located in a glacially formed gorge lined with
impressive sandstone formations along the
banks of the Wisconsin River. We will be
cruising The Upper Dells enjoying not only its
scenery, history and legend, but also experiencing
the natural beauty, wonder and mystery of the
region! We will be seeing towering cliffs and

dramatic rock formations as we cruise along.
•

No visit to The Dells would be complete without
a tour aboard the Wisconsin Ducks. A favorite
since being introduced over 75 years ago, the
Ducks travel along land and sand bars as well
as into the water of the Lower Dells.

•

In Baraboo, we have included a morning at
Circus World. Tracing its roots back to the time
that the Ringling Bros. Circus made this its
home base from 1884 to 1918, there are circus
acts still performed here as well as many colorful wagons, costumes and other
displays of the heyday of circuses.

•

One evening which sets this expanded tour from most other, will be the dinner-show
at The Palace Theater in the Dells. While this year’s performance has yet to be
announced, our group last year saw “Ring of Fire, the Johnny Cash Story”.

GREAT DAY! TOURS & CHARTER BUS SERVICE . . . (440) 526-5350 . . . (800) 362-4905
All tour details are anticipated at the time that the Scheduled Tour Brochure was prepared and specific stops
and/or other inclusions are subject to change or elimination without notice. Tours typically depart between
5:15 AM and 7:15 AM with the exact time shown on the itinerary you will receive approximately one to two
weeks prior to the tour departure. Most tours return about 9 PM to 10 PM, although this may vary.
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•

After a day of touring, we are sure to get hungry and your Driver and Tour Director
have arranged a most interesting stop where we will be greeted by a giant Paul
Bunyan Statue and another of “Babe the Blue Ox” at Paul Bunyan’s Cook Shanty, a
local tradition for over 65 years. We will be served dinner in the Log Dining Room, with
the feeling of being transported to an 1890s logging camp.

Now, for the second part of this tour, and possibly turning out to be your favorite portion of
our travels, will be the time we spend at the House on the Rock. It began in the 1940s as a
private retreat and has grown to become what has been termed a “majestic work-inprogress”. Since that original structure, it has evolved to include displays and collections of
the exotic, the unusual and the amazing, including double-deck carousels, instruments that
play themselves and “streets of yesteryear”. We have admissions to each of the three
buildings that will fill your day with
unbelievable exhibits, many of them
animated, to keep you entertained
and amazed . . . which is why we do
not have enough space to list all of
the fascinating exhibits in the
complex, here are some options to
consider:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enjoy the World’s Largest
Indoor Carousel; it is unbelievable with 269 animals, 20,000 lights and 183
chandeliers!!! (See above photo, on left)
The Infinity Room extends out 218 feet over the scenic valley with over 3000 panes
There are various displays where the musical instruments actually play themselves.
Walk through historic city streets where you will be seeing shops and other period
displays that just might bring back some memories, or create new ones. (See above.)
The Nautical Room displays over 200 model ships, a Titanic Exhibit and a 200-foot
tall sea creature that is as long as the Statue of Liberty is tall.
Stroll through the Japanese Gardens with its 14-foot waterfalls.
. . . and that is just a few of the many displays that have captivated our staff, and many
of our passengers, over the years.
HOUSE ON THE ROCK & WISCONSIN DELLS – JUNE 2023
Includes show and 7 meals

$994 per person in a double
$979 per person in a triple
$964 per person in a quad
$1257 per person in a single
With both great destinations.

Deposit to book, $100 per person; we accept all major credit cards and checks.
Tours can now be booked on-line, 24 hours a day with a credit card.
GREAT DAY! TOURS & CHARTER BUS SERVICE . . . (440) 526-5350 . . . (800) 362-4905

